
Pat Sloan’s Free Mystery Club
Supply list

Hi I’m Designer, Author, Radio host Pat Sloan, thank you for joining
me this year for my Mystery Quilt hosted by FreeQuiltPatterns.info!

This is my 4th year of designing and running the Free Mystery.
· Runs for 10 months
· Each month I share a 12” block, for 9 blocks
· The 10th Month is the Setting Directions
· Month 11 you finish and month 12 is the supply list for the next year!

Sign up for BOTH our newsletters at our websites.
www.FreeQuiltPatterns.info and mine www.PatSloan.com
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My 2017 mystery celebrates our much-loved Children’s books!

Each block will be a tribute to a favorite childhood book, this is going to be so fun
to explore those books again.

The blocks  are all pieced and this year the focus is to use up what you already own
and love!  You can even use up some small pieces of fabric, yes ..

It’s a Scrap Happy Mystery!

The Details
· Finished quilt is 54” x 64”. It can easily have borders added to make it larger.
· 12” finished size blocks
· Released the about the 1st of Each Month
· Setting is a secret until  the 10th month
· I will be using 4 colors for the blocks. They are not tiny pieces, so you will
· be using up fabric.
· Pick a setting fabric that works for your blocks.  I’m going light, but I could use
· Black or Navy, or some other color. The next page shows an example of fabric.
· The supply list is for a ‘total’ yardage. Watch my video at FreeQuiltPatterns.info
· to learn how I pull a group of fabrics together for this project.

Sign up for BOTH our newsletters at our websites.
www.FreeQuiltPatterns.info and mine www.PatSloan.com



Grunge Basics Vanilla Yardage
SKU# 30150-91 - 2.5 yds
I will be using one fabric for the setting
of the blocks. This one works with my scraps,
another option might be black or a color that
works for your fabric
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Backing - 4 yds Binding -  1 yd
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Red - 2 Total yds
Used for the blocks

Aqua - 1.5 Total yds
Used for the blocks

Gray - 1 Total yds
Used for the blocks
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Cream/beige/white prints - 2 Total yds
I will be using a lot of different
lights with some colors like above
in the blocks.

THOUGHTS
1) If you don’t have a lot of
Scraps, think about
-A Fat  Eighth bundle or
-A Fat Quarter bundle you own
-Then get a sashing that
works with your collection

2) If you have some scraps but
don’t think they look good
together, take them to the
Quilt shop and find some Fat
Quarters to add to them.


